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Abstract 

In order to solve such problems as poor robustness and low detection accuracy in the 

present copying & pasting forgery detection algorithm, an image copying & moving 

forgery detection algorithm based on non-sampling wavelet transform (undecimated 

wavelet transform, UWT) coupling with Zernike moments is proposed in this article. 

Firstly, the non-sampling wavelet transform is adopted to decompose the input image into 

approximation coefficient LL and detail coefficient HH to obtain the similarity and the 

diversity of the image blocks; secondly, the overlapped blocks are divided to calculate the 

sub-block interval of the image; thirdly, the sub-blocks are ordered and classified 

according to LL similarity and HH diversity; fourthly, Zernike moments are introduced to 

construct the distance matrix for image feature matching and image forgery detection. 

The experiment shows: the algorithm proposed thereby has good translation invariance 

and amplitude rotation invariance, good post-processing resistance performance, high 

detection accuracy, low false negative rate and low false positive rate. 

 

Keywords: Non sampling wavelet transform; Zernike moments; Copy & paste; Image 

forgery detection; Robustness 

 

1. Introduction 

Along with the rapid development of science & technology and Internet, digital 

images have become one of the most popular and influencing propagation modes. 

Due to the research and development of the powerful image processing software, 

people can easily tamper images and the tampered images are very vivid and can be 

rarely identified by human eyes, thus bringing great troubles to the subsequent use 

of images. As a result, image forgery detection becomes a crucial research field [1-

2]. In the aspect of image forgery, the image copying & moving forgery method 

becomes one of the most frequently used image tampering measures [3]. For 

example, Wu, et al., have designed an image copying & rotating forgery detection 

technology based on dual-tree complex wavelet transform, and meanwhile the 

experimental result has verified the algorithm rationality. This algorithm is based on 

similar image blocks for matching, so if the two detected image blocks have certain 

similarity, then the two image blocks will be falsely regarded as the copied & 

moved zones and accordingly the real copied & moved zones cannot be eliminated, 

thus causing the false detection possibility. Additionally, CHRISTLEI, et al., [5] 

have proposed the forgery detection algorithm based on image pixel matching, and 

relevant experiment has proven that this algorithm has reduced algorithm 

complexity and can well eliminate JPEG compression influence, thus to have high 

copied & pasted zone location accuracy. However, if the copied & pasted zones are 

located between two or among more than two image sub-blocks, the detection 

performance of this algorithm will be significantly reduced. Mahdian, et al., [6] 
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have rationally assumed the zone copying tamper and designed a new image forgery 

detection technology, but this algorithm needs long detection time and cannot detect 

multiple forgery zones in the target image. 

Therefore, an image copying & moving forgery detection algorithm based on 

non-sampling wavelet transform (UWT) coupling with Zernike moments is proposed 

in this article. Specifically, Zernike moments are introduced to construct distance 

matrix for image feature matching and image forgery detection. Finally, the 

detection performance of the forgery location technology proposed in this article is 

also verified. 

 

2. Mathematical Model for Copying & Moving Forgery 

Image copying & moving forgery as a common forgery measure aims at copying 

a certain part of the original image and then pasting it to the other non-overlapped 

zones of the same image in order to conceal or add new contents. The forgery model 

thereof is simplified as follows [7]: 

),()],([),( yxnyxITyxI'    (1) 

In the above formula, ),( yxI refers to the original image, ),( yxI' refers to the 

forged image, T refers to the operating function for ),( yxI , and ),( yxn refers to 

random noise. The implementation process of the image copying & moving forgery 

is as shown in Figure.1. 
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Figureure 1. Image Copying & Moving Process 

),( yxf is the copied zone of ),( yxI , ),( yxf' is the pasted zone of ),( yxI' , 

),( yxf and ),( yxI  shall meet the connectivity principle and keep a certain 

distance, without any overlap. yx  ，  are the movement displacements of the 

copied zone and the pasted zone, and such displacements are usually not smaller 

than the forgery zone. The copied zone is sourced from the same image, so the 

features thereof are much similar to those of the original image, but the copied zone 

is usually decorated through noise, fuzziness, JPEG lossy compression, etc. during 

the forgery process to cover the forgery marks, thus weakening the similarity of the 

copied zone and the pasted zone and bringing significant difficulty to the detection.  

The image copying & pasting forgery detection is mainly used to judge whether 

the image has the sub-blocks with large same or similar area, and mainly includes 

the following steps: 1. Image preprocessing; 2. Image block division; 3. Image block 

characteristic quantity extraction; 4. Image block matching; 5. Identification and 

location based on preset rules. 

 

3. Forgery Detection Algorithm 

Due to good time-frequency localization characteristics, wavelet transform (WT) 

is greatly popular in image processing field and signal analysis field. In mode 

identification, signal translation invariance is very important, and the relative value 

of the translated signal shall be also translated rather than altered. Discrete wavelet 
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transform (DWT) can be used to obtain the image characteristic quantity through 

transformation, and the flexible translation can detail the signal in multiple scales, 

thus to well adapt to the signal analysis requirements and obtain the signal detail 

information. The down-sampling adopted by DWT can destroy the translation 

invariance of the wavelet transform and accordingly makes DWT become very 

sensitive to the initial position of the signal, so any tiny movement in time domain 

or space domain will cause the great variation of the wavelet transform 

coefficient[8]. 

For the detection technology based on non-sampling wavelet transform in this 

article, firstly, the image is decomposed through UWT in order to divide the 

overlapped blocks and respectively extract the low-frequency components (fuzzy 

information) LL and high-frequency components (detailed information) HH; 

secondly, the similarity and the diversity of each group of blocks are calculated in 

order to obtain the distance of each group of blocks; thirdly, according to the 

distance obtained thereby, LL results are arranged by an ascending sequence and 

HH results are arranged by a descending sequence; fourthly, LL similarity and HH 

diversity are combined for relevant judgment, and meanwhile Zernike moments are 

introduced therein to construct the distance matrix for image feature matching and 

image forgery detection. The operation procedure of the algorithm proposed in this 

article is as shown in Figure 2. 
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Overlapped Block 
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Figure 2. Algorithm Flow Chart 

3.1. Non Sampling Wavelet Transform 

For image identification, signal features must keep translation invariance in order 

to ensure that the signal features will be correspondingly translated rather than 

destroyed when an image zone is moved [9]. For example, for the image copying & 

moving forgery, the two same zones of the copied zone and the pasted zone will not 

be destroyed. If the translation invariance cannot be kept, then the two zones will be 

differently represented and the missing detection may occur during the forgery 

detection process. In DWT, due to the existence of the down-sampling, the 

translation invariance is not kept; the wavelet coefficient is calculated according to 

formulae (1) and (2), and each direction factor is obtained through the down-

sampling convolution. The translation invariance is kept in DWT algorithm, so the 

tiny deviation of the input image may bring great influence to DWT coefficient in 

different scales and the tiny spatial deviation may generate different feature vectors 

to the copied and pasted zones. Meanwhile, DWT has pseudo Gibbs phenomenon 
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and cannot provide ideal detection effect for such signal analysis as edge detection, 

denoising and texture analysis. In order to conquer the defects of DWT, UWT 

algorithm with translation invariance is proposed in this article, and this algorithm 

excludes down-sampling and wavelet coefficient reduction, so such wavelet 

transform is called non sampling wavelet transform. 

If I is assumed as the input image, )(kh  and )(kg  are respectively assumed as 

low pass filter (LPF) and high pass filter (HPF), then UWT calculation of the image 

can be expressed as follows: 

Initial condition: scale 0j and II
0  ; the scaling proportion and the wavelet 

coefficient are respectively calculated at Jj ,...,2,1  according to formulae (2) and 

(3). 

 )2()()(1 knckhnc
jj

k

j 
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 )2()()(1 knckgnd
jj
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)(kh j  and )(kh j  are respectively the filtered results of )(kh  and )(kg  at the 

scale j , and UWT process is as follows: 

Initial conditions: 
0 ; the scaling proportion I

j and the wavelet 

coefficient D
j are calculated at Jj ,...,2,1 . 

I
j 1 is filtered in )(1- kh j  filter. 

I
j 1 is filtered in )(1- kg j  filter. 
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Figure 3. One-Dimensional Breakdown Drawing of uwt Algorithm 
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Figure 4. Two-Dimensional Breakdown Drawing of UWT Algorithm 

Figure3 shows the one-dimensional breakdown drawing of UWT algorithm. In 

wavelet transform, I
j is called low pass sub-band (L) while D

j is called high pass 

sub-band (H). As a two-dimensional signal, an image is composed of four sub-

bands, namely: LL, LH, HL and HH, wherein the size of each sub-band is as the 

same as that of the original image, as shown in Figure4. The two-dimensional image 

is decomposed through UWT along row and column in order to obtain low pass sub-

band LL, horizontal high pass sub-band LH, vertical high pass sub-band HL and 

diagonal high pass sub-band HH. 
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3.2. Zernike Moments 

After the image features are extracted through non sampling wavelet transform, it 

is necessary to find the corresponding relation of the image blocks for image 

matching calculation which is a key step in image identification. The common 

image gradation based algorithm cannot have ideal effect during image rotation and 

the image moment invariance can eliminate the adverse influence brought by image 

rotation, so Zernike moments with image moment invariance are adopted as the 

image matching algorithm 
[10]

. The orthogonal set with integral unit circle is formed 

on the basis of the orthogonal polynomial ),( yxVnm , and the model thereof is 

defined as follows: 

 
 jm

nmnmnm erRrVyxV )(),(),(   (4) 

In the above formula, ),( yx denotes the pixel point position; n is the nonnegative 

integer and denotes the order; m is the nonzero integer and denotes 

multiplicity; r denotes radius and  denotes angle, therein: 22 yxr  and 

y

x
acr tan ; •rRnm )(  is Zernike radial polynomial and is defined as follows: 
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Therefore, n-order m-multiplicity two-dimensional Zernike moments can be 

defined as follows: 
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In the above formula, denotes complex conjugate. For a digital image, model (7) 

can be expressed in the polar coordinates as follows: 
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If the image is rotated by angle , then Zernike moments are changed as: 
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After transformation, the following formula can be obtained: 

 
jm

nmnm eZZ'    (9) 

 nmnm ZZ'    (10) 

According to models (9) and (10), Zernike moments of the image have amplitude 

rotation invariance and strong noise immunity. The specific steps for realizing 

Zernike moments are as follows: 

Firstly, take a circle with the radius of r  for each image block of the image to be 

detected and then calculate Zernike moments of each feature neighborhood: 

And then, construct distance matrix D , wherein the elements in matrix D can be 

expressed as follows: 

  


n

m
jiij ppD

1

  (11) 

In the above formula, iP and jP are respectively the elements of the detected 

image. 
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In the distance matrix D , respectively find the minimum values in row and 

column, wherein the features of iP  and jP are matched when ijD  gets the minimum 

values respectively in row and column at the same time. 

 

3.3. Specific Implementation 

In the forgery detection technology proposed in this article, firstly, the image is 

decomposed through UWT in order to obtain LL and HH, wherein LL is obtained 

through the low pass filters at the horizontal direction and the vertical di rection and 

can be used to express the low-frequency components of the image, and LL sub-

band is the approximate value of the image and has good effect for the repetitive 

identification; HH is obtained through the high pass filters at the horizontal 

direction and the vertical direction and includes high-frequency information mainly 

composed of noises and sharp corner angles, and HH sub-band can encode image 

noises but is distorted in forged image. The different expressions of the image 

forged by copying & pasting at LL sub-band and HH sub-band in UWT algorithm is 

as shown in Figure6. Specifically, in Figure 6(a), the fish in the detected image is 

copied and pasted in the same image; the expression for the copied and pasted zones 

at LL is as shown in Figure 6(b); the expression for the copied and pasted zones at 

HH is as shown in Figure6(c). According to Figure6, the copied and pasted zones at 

LL are similar, and the copied and pasted zones at HH are distorted.  

During forgery, the noise spectrogram of the image is distorted, and the forgery 

marks are tried to be concealed through edge smoothing or pasting addition for 

noise removal. Therefore, great difference exists during the processing of copying & 

moving blocks in HH sub-band. Through the introduction of Zernike moments, the 

pixel point distance can be calculated according to model (12):  

 


N

i
ii qp

N
qpD

1

)(
1

),( (                                                                             12) 

In the above formula, ),( qpD  denotes the distance between block p and block q ; 

ip and iq denote the corresponding image gradations; N denotes the total pixel 

values of the image block. 

In LL, the calculated distance is stored in the ascending sequence list and the 

blocks with highest similarity are arranged at the top of the list. On the contrary, in 

HH, the calculated distance is recorded in the descending sequence list, and the 

blocks with highest diversity are arranged at the top of the list. In order to eliminate 

rotation influence, Zernike moments based on the circle neighborhood of the feature 

points are adopted as the matching feature vectors to construct the distance matrix 

for image sub-block matching. If the distances of the two sub-blocks respectively at 

LL and HH are basically the same, then the zones are respectively the copied block 

and the moved block. Particularly, if the distance of one group of blocks ( qp, ) is 

located at the nth position of LL ascending sequence list and is also in the range 

between the 1-n th position and the 1n th position of HH descending sequence list, 

then this group of blocks are detected as the copied & moved blocks.  

Notably, for the original image probably having non-forged similar target, the 

similar targets in LL sub-band will be detected as copied & moved zones and 

accordingly cause false detection. On the contrary, in HH sub-band, the missing 

detection may occur due to the diversity of the forged target. Therefore, LL and HH 

dual constraints are adopted to avoid false detection and missing detection so as to 

improve the detection accuracy of the algorithm. Meanwhile, the translation 

invariance of non sampling wavelet transform and the amplitude rotation invariance 

of Zernike moments are also adopted to improve the robustness and the noise 

immunity of the algorithm. 
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4. Experimental Result 

In order to verify the effectiveness and the superiority of the algorithm proposed 

in this article, two comparison groups are set: the algorithms proposed in literature 

[4] and literature [5] are respectively recorded as Algorithm A and Algorithm B. 

MATLAB8.0 is adopted to test the performance of the algorithm proposed in this 

article. Additionally, the simulation conditions are as follows: DELL I5 , GHz3.2 , 

four-core CPU, GB500 hard disk, GB4 memory, Windows7 system. The image with 

the size of 384×256 is selected from CASIA TIDEV1.0 database [11]. 

In order to evaluate algorithm performance, false negative rate FN, false positive 

rate FP and accuracy AC are introduced in this article [3]. 

 

4.1. Copying & Pasting Forgery Detection of the Tampered Zone without Rotation 

The image is forged by virtue of Photoshop CS3 software, as shown in Figure5. 

The original image is as shown in Figure5(a); the image forged by copying & 

pasting is as shown in Figure5(b); the detection result of the algorithm proposed in 

this article is as shown in Figure5(c), wherein the black zones respectively denote 

the copied zone and the pasted zone; the detection result of Algorithm A is as shown 

in Figure5(d), wherein the red zone is marked as the false detection zone; the 

detection result of Algorithm B is as shown in Figure5(e) and indicates that this 

algorithm has high false negative rate. 

 

     
(a) Original 

image 
(b) Forged 

image 
(c) Detection 
result of the 

algorithm 
proposed in this 

article 

(d) Detection 
result of 

algorithm A 

(e) Detection 
result of 

algorithm B 

Figure 5. Detection Results of the Algorithm Proposed in the Article,                    
Algorithm A and algorithm B 

The copied image is totally divided into 384 image blocks with the size of 16×16, 

and the pasted image is similarly divided into 384 image blocks, totally 768 image 

blocks. Then, the above three algorithms are respectively adopted for image 

detection, and the detection results are as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Detection Results of the Algorithm Proposed in this Article, 
algorithm A and algorithm B 

 
Algorithm Proposed in 

this Article 
Algorithm A Algorithm B 

Accuracy AC (%) 735(95.70%) 691(89.97%) 629(81.90%) 

False Positive Rate FP 

(%) 
4.43 9.74 11.17 

False Negative Rate 

(%) 
6.43 11.72 14.31 

According to Table 1, the algorithm proposed in this article is superior to the 

other two algorithms in the aspects of accuracy, false positive rate and false 

negative rate. In detail, UWT with translation invariance is adopted for the 

algorithm proposed in this article, and the image is not destroyed in the copied and 

pasted zones, thus to well protect the detailed information of the tampered zone. The 

detection error measurement diagram for the three algorithms is as shown in 

Figure7. According to Figure7, the false positive rate and the false negative rate of 

the algorithm proposed in this article are relatively lower than those of Algorithm A 

and Algorithm B. 

Detected Image

 

Figure 6. UWT Decomposition Result of the Image Forged by                              
Copying & Moving 

Algorithm A

Algorithm B

Algorithm Proposed 

in this Article

 

Figure 7. Detection Error Measurement Results of Three Algorithms 
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4.2. Test under Noise and JPEG Compression Factor 

200 images are randomly selected from CASIA TIDEV1.0 database for the test. 

For each image, a zone is selected to be copied and pasted to a non-overlapped zone, 

and then Gaussian noise or JPEG compression is implemented in the pasted zone, and 

finally the above three algorithms are respectively adopted for image test. The test 

results are as shown in Figure8, Figure9 and Figure10. 

Algorithm A

Algorithm B

Algorithm Proposed 

in this Article

 

Algorithm A

Algorithm B

Algorithm Proposed 

in this Article

JPEG Quality
 

Figure 8. Detection Accuracy under Different Noises and JPEG Qualities 
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in this Article
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Algorithm B
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in this Article

JPEG Quality
 

Figure 9. False Positive Rate under Different Noises and JPEG Qualities 

Algorithm A

Algorithm B

Algorithm Proposed 

in this Article

 

Algorithm A

Algorithm B

Algorithm Proposed 

in this Article

JPEG Quality
 

Figure 10. False Negative Rate under Different Noises and JPEG Qualities 

According to Figure8, Figure9 and Figure10, for the same algorithm, if the 

tampered zone is less post-processed, then the detection accuracy thereof is higher 

while the false positive rate and the false negative rate thereof are lower; for the 

same post-processing, the algorithm proposed in the article is superior to Algorithm 

A and Algorithm B in the aspects of accuracy rate, false positive rate and false 

negative rate, thus indicating that the algorithm proposed in the article has good 

robustness, because LL and HH dual constraints are adopted for the algorithm 

proposed in the article to reduce false detection and missing detection of the image 

and improve the detection accuracy of the algorithm. In a word, the image forgery 

detection algorithm based on the translation invariance of non sampling wavelet 

transform and the amplitude rotation invariance of Zernike moments can improve 

algorithm robustness and has strong noise immunity. 
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5. Conclusion 

The image forgery detection technology based on non sampling wavelet 

transform coupling with Zernike moments is proposed in this article. Specifically, 

LL and HH sub-bands are obtained through non sampling wavelet transform to 

calculate the similarity and the diversity of the image blocks, and then LL similarity 

and HH diversity are combined for dual judgment. Meanwhile, Zernike moments are 

introduced therein to construct distance matrix for image feature matching. Finally, 

the images are selected from CASIA TIDEV1.0 database for algorithm evaluation, 

and the experimental result shows: the algorithm proposed in the article has the 

features of good noise immunity, good compression resistance, high algorithm 

accuracy, low false negative rate and low false positive rate.  
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